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The easy-to-hard effect: Transfer along the
dimension of orientation in the rat
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Long-Evans rats were trained on an easy simultaneous discrimination problem and then trans
ferred to a hard discrimination problem, The discriminanda were different orientations of stripes.
In Experiment I, transfer was intradimensional with stimulus generalization controlled. The easy-to
hard effect was not found. In Experiment II transfer was intradimensional and either compatible
(nonreversal) or incompatible (reversal). With compatible transfer, rats trained on a prior easy
problem learned the hard problem faster than rats trained only on the hard problem. Persistent
negative transfer was found with incompatible transfer. Attention was not supported as underlying
the easy-to-hard effect. Explanations based on specific sources of intradimensional transfer,
such as stimulus generalization or adaptation level, are suggested.

Studies of transfer effects in animals (Lawrence,
1952; Logan, 1966; Marsh, 1969; Singer, Zentall, &
Riley, 1969; Mackintosh and Little, 1970) and men
(May & MacPherson, 1971; Trabasso, 1963) have
shown that prior training on an easy discrimination
problem improves performance on a difficult prob
lem. This has been called the easy-to-hard effect.
The control group is trained on the hard problem
only. The easy-to-hard group receives 'an equal
amount of training; however, training is divided
between the easy and hard problems. The easy-to
hard group learns the hard discrimination faster
than the control group. The conventional paradigm
involves simultaneous discrimination problems with
transfer along a single dimension.

Explanations of the easy-to-hard effect have relied
primarily upon: (a) stimulus generalization (Logan,
1966) or (b) attentional processes (Lawrence, 1952).
Various experimenters have emphasized one of these
while relegating some effect to the other. The present
study tested the two explanations by controlling
stimulus generalization as a source of intradimen
sional transfer while allowing attentional processes
to function.

The dimension used in the present study was the
orientation of stripes. Points on the continuum of
180 deg were selected as discriminanda. Physical
properties of the discriminanda other than orienta
tion were not varied. Data from a psychophysical
study by Ely (1969) permitted construction of an
ordinal scale of difficulty. On the basis of Ely's
study, the discrimination problem of 0 vs. 90 deg
was the least difficult of any studied. Discriminations
between 30 vs. 60 deg and 60 vs. 120 deg were of
much greater difficulty. Discriminanda of 60 and
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120 deg may also be viewed as 60-deg angles of
opposite slope ( + 60 and - 60 deg).

The use of an orientation dimension made possible
the control of excitatory (E) and inhibitory (I) habit
strength in a manner differing from that used by
Singer et aI. (1969), who attempted to neutralize the
effects of E and 1 by training on a three-discriminanda
easy problem prior to transfer to the two-discriminanda
hard problem. The present study avoided the diffi
culties encountered in their procedure by training
on a two-discriminanda easy problem. Training on
ovs. 90 deg, the discriminanda of the easy problem,
would presumably generate gradients about these
values. The discriminanda of the hard problem in
Experiment I, + 60 vs. - 60 deg, lie on the orienta
tion dimension in a manner which made the net E
and 1 from the easy problem equally strong at these
points. Should 0 deg be the S +, then E would be
the same for both + 60- and - 60-deg angles, because
both are equidistant from 0 deg. Likewise, if a
9O-deg angle was S - , then 1 was equal at + 60- and
- 6O-deg angles. Generalization gradients as postu
lated by Logan (1966) are effectually neutralized.
The subject should have no way of choosing S +
from S - on the basis of differential response
strength.

EXPERIMENT I

Experiment I proposed to assess the contributions
of stimulus generalization and attention to the
easy-to-hard effect. A simultaneous discrimination
procedure was used with rats. The easy discrimination
problem was defined as 0 vs. 90 deg, the hard dis
crimination problem as + 60 vs. - 60 deg. Since
transfer was intradimensional, an easy-to-hard effect
would be predicted by attention theory. Stimulus
generalization was controlled by the method dis
cussed above.
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Counterbalancing for Experiment I required six
conditions. Each discriminanda of the easy and hard
problems served as S + for one half of the subjects
being trained on that problem. The Easy-to-Hard
group was also counterbalanced between problems.
When Easy-to-Hard group subjects trained on the
easy problem with 0 deg as S + were transferred
to the hard problem, one half received +60deg
as S + and the other half received - 60 deg as S + .
Likewise, subjects trained on the easy problem with
90 deg as S - received either +60 or - 60 deg as
S + on the hard problem. Eight subjects were ran
domly assigned to each condition.

The control group received 16 days of training on
the hard problem alone. The Easy-to-Hard group
received 6 consecutive days of training on the easy
problem followed by 10 days of training on the hard
problem. The transfer was made on the 7th day
because previous experimentation (Ely, 1969) had
shown that at this time subjects on the easy problem
responded at approximately 760/0 correct while sub
jects on the hard problem responded at approxi
mately 50% correct. Thus, the former group ap
peared to have acquired a correct response while
the latter was not responding above chance.

handling. On the first day of preliminary training the subjects
were briefly shaped to press a continuously illuminated panel
while restricted to one compartment of the preliminary training
enclosure. Following shaping, 4 days were devoted to training
the subjects to alternate between panels in opposite compart
ments (shuttle training). Pressing the panel turned off that panel
and delivered a reward. Simultaneously, the panel in the opposite
compartment was activated.

On the day following the last day of preliminary training, the
subjects were switched to the discrimination enclosure and 16
days of discrimination training began. Each subject received
a block of 24 trials on Day I of discrimination training and 72
trials on each remaining day. On each trial, the subject was
presented two discriminanda (one on each panel) in one choice
compartment on the discrimination enclosure. The subjects
were consistently rewarded for selecting one of the discriminanda
(S+) and not rewarded for selecting the ot her (S-) regardless
of whether it appeared on the right or left panel. The S+ and S 
occurred equally often on both the right and left panels.

The subjects in any problem were divided so that an angle
serving as S + for one half of the subjects served as 5.- for the
other half. At the end of each training session, the subject re
ceived immediate access to water in the home cage for 20 min.

Discriminanda. Each projector displayed a circular field of three
black and two white stripes measuring 1.27 cm in width. The field
measured 6.35 cm in diameter. Different orientations of the field
provide four discriminanda of 0 (horizontal), 60, 90, and 120 deg.
Angles of 60 and 120 deg were also viewed as 6O-deg angles of
opposite slope. The former was designated as positive (or right)
and the latter as negative (or left).
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Figure 1. Mean percent correct responses during discrimina
tion training in Experiment I.

Results and Discussion
The easy-to-hard effect was not demonstrated.

Figure 1 displays the mean percent correct over all
days in Experiment I. Statistical analysis was based
on each subject's mean correct responses over the
10 posttransfer days. A fixed-effects 2 by 2 ANOV A
showed no significant main effects or Easy Pro
blem x Hard Problem interaction within counter
balanced experimental groups. These counterbalanced
experimental groups were combined to form the
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Method
Subjects. Sixty-one male, pigmented, Long-Evans rats served

as subjects. When purchased from Simonson Laboratories,
Gilroy, California, the subjects were approximately 51 days old
and 220 g in weight. Of these, six were discarded for failure to
meet pretraining criteria. Seven subjects were randomly discarded
in order to equalize groups. The extra subjects were trained in
order to offset any possible losses of subjects. Two subjects were
discarded due to experimenter error.

Apparatus. The discrimination enclosure, measuring 60.9 ern
long x 22.9 cm wide x 30.5 em high, consisted of two choice
compartments connected by a narrow passageway. Two trans
parent plastic panels were located in each compartment at
opposite ends of the enclosure. Four In-Line Read-Out pro
jectors mounted outside the enclosure displayed the discrimi
nanda so that each was visible through the transparent panels.
Each panel was hinged at the top so that when the subject
exerted slight pressure outward from the compartment an
independent microswitch was closed. A panel press on one
of the two illuminated panels turned off the corresponding
projectors and simultaneously turned on the projectors in the
opposite compartment. A bead of water delivered beneath the
panels automatically rewarded a correct choice.

A second enclosure used for preliminary training had the same
basic floor plan. However, a single translucent panel illuminated
by a miniature lamp was located in each compartment. A bead
of water was delivered beneath each panel whenever a lighted
panel was pressed. Pressing a lighted panel simultaneously de
activated that panel and activated the panel in the opposite
compartment.

The discrimination and preliminary training enclosures were
housed separately in darkened rooms. A sound screen of white
noise was provided during all phases of training.

Procedure. Throughout the experiment, subjects were housed
individually. The subjects had access to dry Lab Chow and water
for 24 h and Yo h per day, respectively.

Handling began on the first day following arrival of the sub
jects and consisted of a 3-min handling period per day devoted to
each subject. Water deprivation also began at this time. Pre
liminary training began on the 11th day following the 10 days of
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Easy-to-Hard group for the main comparison with
the combined control group. The Easy-to-Hard
group did not differ significantly from the control
group (t = - 1.876, df = 46, p < 0.1). The direction
of the observed effect was the opposite of that
expected from the easy-to-hard effect. A comparison
between the two groups at the same point in training
on the hard problem (i.e., Days 1 through 10 of the
control group with Days 7 through 16 of the Easy
to Hard group) shows some positive transfer, but
the easy-to-hard effect requires that positive transfer
be shown over the final 10 days of discrimination
training for both groups. The solution of an easy
problem was not a source of facilitation for a hard
problem when stimulus generalization was con
trolled. This result clearly fails to support an atten
tional interpretation of the easy-to-hard effect.

stronger reversal effect should occur.

Method
Thirty-four male, pigmented, Long-Evans rats of the same

age and weight as in Experiment I served as subjects. Of these,
four rats were discarded for failure to meet pretraining criteria.
The discriminanda were the same except that the hard discrimina
tion problem was +30 vs. +60 deg. The easy problem remained
o vs. 90 deg. The apparatus and procedures were identical to
those in Experiment I.

The control group received 16 days of training on the hard
problem alone. The Easy-to-Hard groups received 6 consecutive
days of training on the easy problem followed by 10 days of
training on the hard problem. The Easy-to-Hard and control
groups were counterbalanced within and between problems,
as described in Experiment I. Counterbalancing inherently pro
duced Compatible and Incompatible Easy-to-Hard groups as
discussed above. Counterbalancing in Experiment 11 required
six conditions. Five subjects were randomly assigned to each
condition.
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Figure 2. Mean percent correct responses during discrimination
training in Experiment II.

Results and Discussion
. The Easy-to-Hard Compatible group demonstrated

a powerful easy-to-hard effect. The Easy-to-Hard
Incompatible group performed as if they had been
reversed. Figure 2 displays the mean percent correct
over all days in Experiment II. Statistical analysis
was based on each subject's mean correct responses
over the 10 posttransfer days. Dunn's multiple
comparison procedure for planned nonorthogonal
comparisons was employed for tests of significance
(Kirk, 1968).

The Easy-to-Hard Compatible group performed
significantly better than the control group (p < .01);
thus demonstrating the easy-to-hard effect with rats
on an orientation dimension. The mean number of
correct responses on the day of transfer to the hard
problem (Day 7) does not differ significantly (t
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EXPERIMENT II

Before we could conclude that the control of
stimulus generalization eliminated the easy-to-hard
effect, we had to demonstrate the easy-to-hard effect
in rats with this procedure and apparatus. The
second experiment permitted an easy-to-hard effect
based on stimulus generalization.

Experiment II was identical to Experiment 1, with
a single exception: the discriminanda of the hard
discrimination problem were + 30 vs. + 60 deg,
These discriminanda were employed for two reasons:
(1) the angles lie between the discriminanda of the
easy problem, 0 vs. 90 deg, and thus represent a
conventional easy-to-hard paradigm on an orienta
tion dimension; and (2) the difficulty of the problem
was nearly equal to that of the hard discrimination
problem (+ 60, - 60) in the first experiment
(Ely, 1969).

Following Singer et al. (1969) the Easy-to-Hard
group was partitioned into Compatible and Incom
patible groups. The Compatible group received an
S + on the hard problem that was nearer in steepness
to the S + of the easy problem than to the S - . The
Incompatible group received an S + on the hard
problem that was nearer to the S - of the easy pro
blem. Thus, if the easy problem consisted of 0 deg
as S + and 90 deg as S-, transfer to the hard pro
blem (+ 30, + 60) with + 30 deg as S + would be
compatible, while transfer with + 60 as S + would
be incompatible.

For the Incompatible group, the steepness of S +
and S - were reversed when they were transferred
from the easy to the hard problem. For their In
compatible group, Singer et al. (1969) found im
mediate negative transfer, but this rapidly disap
peared. Mackintosh and Little (1970), in replicating
this finding, used it as a basis of questioning the
role of stimulus generalization in the easy-to-hard
effect. Mackintosh and Little reasoned that if
stimulus generalization was functioning, then a
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.138, df = 18, n> 0.6) from the last day of training
on the easy problem (Day 6).

Previous experimenters (Singer et al., 1969;
Mackintosh & Little, 1970) have found that im
mediate negative transfer in easy-to-hard incom
patible groups rapidly disappeared. In the present
experiment, the Easy-to-Hard Incompatible group
initially performed as if reversed. Performance con
tinued to be consistently poorer than that of the
control group (p < .01). This finding would be ex
pected from a stimulus generalization position
(Mackintosh & Little, 1970).

GENERAL DISCUSSION

The present study extended the generality of the
easy-to-hard effect to include transfer along an
orientation dimension. The easy-to-hard effect was
found with intradimensional transfer, but only when
stimulus generalization was allowed to function.
This result suggests that attentional processes did
not contribute significantly to the easy-to-hard
effect.

In Experiment II, powerful easy-to-hard and
reversal effects were demonstrated with a conven
tional intradimensional transfer paradigm. The
easy-to-hard effect in the Compatible group was
demonstrated as a sustained high level of correct
responding during transfer. From Logan's (1966)
analysis based on generalized E and I, it is unclear
whether a sustained level or a noticeable decrement
in correct responding should occur. The net differ
ence in generalized response strength between the
stimuli of the easy problem should be greater than
between the stimuli of the hard problem. Transfer
from stimuli of greater net difference between E and
I to stimuli of lesser difference would seem to pro
duce a decrement in correct responding. The Com
patible group of this experiment showed no signifi
cant decrement in mean number of correct responses
on the day of transfer.

When transferred, the Incompatible group showed
a strong preference for the discriminanda closest
to the former S + . The Incompatible group does not
replicate the rapid recovery found by previous
investigators (Singer et al., 1969; Mackintosh &
Little, 1970). Instead, persistent negative transfer
was found for the duration of training on the hard
problem. The persistence of negative transfer clearly
fails to support the attentional interpretation of
the easy-to-hard effect.

Explanations of the easy-to-hard effect other than
stimulus generalization should not be overlooked.
For example, an adaptation level approach (Capehart,
Tempone, & Hebert, 1969; James, 1953) might
account for the present easy-to-hard effect in the
following manner. Training to discriminate between
stimuli on a dimension establishes an adaptation
level near the psychophysical midpoint between the

two stimuli. Training on a discrimination problem
of 0 vs. 90 deg may establish an adaptation level
near 45 deg. Furthermore, stimuli above adaptation
level and below adaptation level are formed into
distinct classes. Thus, the range of angles between
oand 45 deg would form a class "less-steep." Angles
between 45 and 90 deg would form a class "steeper."
If subjects learned to respond to the stimulus class,
i.e., to respond to the "steeper" (or "less-steep")
member of a pair of stimuli, then the easy and hard
problems would be the same problem. Perfect trans
fer with allowances for absolute discriminability
should be found. In fact, nearly perfect transfer was
found in the Easy-to-Hard Compatible group.
Stimulus generalization does not clearly predict such
a high level of facilitation.

An adaptation level approach could also explain
the failure to find the easy-to-hard effect in Experi
ment I. After training on the easy problem, 0 vs.
90 deg, the discriminanda of the hard problem,
+ 60 vs. - 60 deg, 'would both lie within the same
stimulus class "steeper." No easy-to-hard facilita
tion would be predicted, and none was found. The
adaptation level approach is only roughly formulated
(see Riley, 1968), but such an approach' deserves
consideration along with stimulus generalization as a
process involved in the easy-to-hard effect.
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